PACKET NAME: SOUTH LUANGWA -MFUWE LODGE -2 NIGHT STAY
TOUR NO: SL101
DATE: CONFERENCE TOURS – APRIL/MAY 2016

ABOUT SOUTH LUANGWA
South Luangwa is Zambia’s premier park. Many places are claimed to be “one of the remaining wilderness areas” or “one of the last wildlife sanctuaries” but the South Luangwa National Park can live up to all these names and more. The Luangwa Valley is vast, remote, and home to both people and a truly impressive number of animals. The South Luangwa Park is 9050 sq. km with the river, its tributaries and the riverine strips being the focus of the wildlife viewing. There are the diverse habitats, from huge ox bow lagoons of varying stages of maturity, woodlands, ebony groves, grassland and thickets, that host truly impressive numbers of wildlife. The birdlife is also excellent. Luangwa is known as the home of the walking safari game country is a truly exciting experience. The although not guaranteed it is usual for everyone at least one leopard. The Luangwa has two endemic in the central area of the park and the Cookson’s north. Usually it is great number of game that with around 450 species to be seen. The South and all the camps offer walks. Walking through big abundance of leopards in the Luangwa is famous and coming through on a three or more night safari to see species - the Thornicoff giraffe which is found mostly wildebeest which is more scattered and only in the impresses people

MFUWE LODGE
Ease yourself into Luangwa life with a stay at the award winning Mfuwe Lodge. Set inside the park, just five minutes’ drive from the main gate, the lodge’s allure is instantly obvious. Beneath a canopy of ebony and mahogany, its thatched buildings are arranged around the banks of two lagoons where an endless stream of wildlife will keep you enthralled as you lounge on the open deck or take a dip in the swimming pool. Scattered along two lagoons’ shady banks lie 18 thatched chalets from where you can enjoy your own private piece of Africa. Secluded covered verandas look out over wallowing hippo and thirsty game in the lagoons, while the newly refurbished African interiors are the perfect place to wind down with their comfortable sitting rooms and en-suite bathrooms with panoramic walk-in showers. Mfuwe Lodge also boasts a Bush Spa where all manner of relaxing and healing treatments are provided while guests relax overlooking the hippo pod in the lagoon below.

Activities Available
- Game drives (day and night)
- Bush Spa (Optional Extra)
- Bird watching
- Guided walking safaris & cultural visits to the local village, school and textiles/handicraft market (Upon request + Optional Extra)

* Activities may be seasonal or subject to weather conditions.
* Where applicable, any lodge/venue specific activities listed above are subject to package/rate inclusions

Location
Mfuwe Lodge is located just inside the South Luangwa National Park, 45 minutes’ drive from Mfuwe Airport.
SUGGESTED ITINERARY

Day 1
- Pickup from Hotels
- Transfer to Lusaka Airport from Hotels
- Approx 1h20min flight from Lusaka Airport to Mfuwe Airport – South Luangwa
- 45 min road transfer to Mfuwe Lodge
- Check in at lodge.
- Depending on arrival time at lodge, guests may be able to do the evening game drive at 15h45

*** At check in the guest would advise the agent what activities they would like to do and the guide will furnish them with an itinerary for their stay including meal times and game viewing options and times. Usual itinerary includes morning and evening game drives. Alternatively guests may choose to enjoy the surroundings of the lodge and game view from the lodge pool and deck areas.

Day 2
- Early morning wake up call
- Morning Game Drive +/- 06h30
- Brunch
- Leisure time
- Afternoon Tea +/- 15h15
- Evening game drive +/- 15h45
- Dinner

Day 3
- Early morning wake up call
- Morning game drive +/-06h30
- Brunch
- Check out from lodge
- 45 min road transfer to Mfuwe airport
- Approx 1h20min flight from Lusaka Airport to Mfuwe Airport – South Luangwa
- Road transfer from Lusaka Airport to hotel

*Above times are for illustration purposes. Dates & Times will be confirmed based on date of travel. Flight schedule and duration of flight TBA at time of booking. Determined by aircraft used on either pvt charter or scheduled flight and date of travel

Excursion Includes:
- Return Transfers from Lusaka hotels to Lusaka Airport
- Return flights from Lusaka to South Luangwa
- Return Transfers from Mfuwe Airport to Mfuwe Lodge
- 2 nights accommodation at Mfuwe Lodge
- Game Activities
- Laundry
- All meals
- Tea/Coffee
- National Park fees, LCCF fees, Bed Levies

Excursion Excludes
- All items of a personal nature and items not included in the above itinerary.

What you need to bring:
- Comfortable/non slip walking shoes
- Clothes should be of a neutral, earthy colour
- Fleecy or jacket as the evenings can get chilly
- Hat/Cap, sunglasses
- Sunscreen and mosquito repellent
- Cameras
- Cash or CC for additional items not included, such as bar etc.

RATES FROM ONLY:
Single USD 1710.00
Double USD 1480.00 Per person sharing
FEEL FREE TO ENQUIRE ABOUT ADDITIONAL NIGHTS OR ADD ON TOURS TO ZAMBIA’S OTHER BEAUTIFUL DESTINATIONS INCLUDING LOWER ZAMBEZI, LIVINGSTONE, KAFUE NATIONAL PARK OR SOUTH LUANGWA.

TERMS + CONDITIONS
1. All bookings are subject to availability.
2. 100% of Tour price must be paid in full to secure your booking.
3. Bookings will only be confirmed in full once full invoice amount reflects in Destination Zambia bank account.
4. The guest is responsible for all extras not included in their booking, and must pay these directly with the supplier.
5. Bank Charges are for account of payor. Please ensure this is indicated to your bank on instruction of payment.
6. Please forward us with POP so that we can track payments from our side. Clearly mark deposit with your name and Booking ref.
7. An admin fee will be charged. This is waived for bank transfers, Cheque and cash deposits.
8. Cancellation fees are 100% of tour rate.
9. Itineraries are a guideline and may be changed by the supplier.
10. All Destination Zambia and 3rd party supplier Terms + Conditions and Cancellation policies apply.
11. Destination Zambia cannot be held responsible for changes by suppliers that are outside of our control. Destination Zambia acts as a booking agent between the client and the principle suppliers of services in all cases.

TIMES INDICATED IN THE ITINERARY ARE APPROXIMATE AND DEPENDANT ON TRAFFIC AND MULTIPLE HOTEL PICK UPS. GUESTS ARE REQUESTED TO PLEASE COMPLY WITH TIMES GIVEN BY TOUR GUIDE, TO ENSURE THERE ARE NO DELAYS. PLEASE ENSURE YOU CARRY WATER WITH YOU.

HEALTH & INSURANCE
It is recommended that all travellers ensure they have adequate medical and health insurance for their travel dates. Zambia is a malaria area, so it is recommended that Travellers take prophylactics. Travellers should consult with their local doctor or nearest Travel Clinic in ample time prior to travel, for any possible health requirements for their destinations.

VISA + PASSPORT
Please ensure that the passport you will be travelling on will be valid for dates of travel and approx. 6 months til expiry date. It is the responsibility of the Traveller to ensure that they have all the VISA’s required for any countries they will be travelling to, or transit countries.

BOOK THIS TOUR: EMAIL dzspecials@gmail.com and Quote TOUR NO : SL101

BON VOYAGE!!!